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Abstract—Fountain codes were introduced as an efficient and
universal forward error correction (FEC) solution for data multicast over lossy packet networks. They have recently been proposed for large scale multimedia content delivery in practical multimedia distribution systems. However, standard fountain codes,
such as LT or Raptor codes, are not designed to meet unequal
error protection (UEP) requirements typical in real-time scalable
video multicast applications. In this paper, we propose recently introduced UEP expanding window fountain (EWF) codes as a flexible and efficient solution for real-time scalable video multicast. We
demonstrate that the design flexibility and UEP performance make
EWF codes ideally suited for this scenario, i.e., EWF codes offer
a number of design parameters to be “tuned” at the server side
to meet the different reception criteria of heterogeneous receivers.
The performance analysis using both analytical results and simulation experiments of H.264 scalable video coding (SVC) multicast
to heterogeneous receiver classes confirms the flexibility and efficiency of the proposed EWF-based FEC solution.
Index Terms—Fountain codes, H264 SVC, scalable video multicast, unequal error protection.

I. INTRODUCTION

E

FFICIENT multicast transmission of scalable video
content over lossy packet networks to heterogeneous
receivers is still a challenge. Scalable video coding techniques
enable the receivers to progressively improve reconstructed
video quality with the amount of the data received. This may
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enable receivers with increased capabilities (available bandwidth, screen resolution, processing power, etc.) to experience
better video quality, while at the same time providing the basic
reconstruction quality for low capability receivers. However,
even for high capability receivers, packet losses in scalable
video transmission may significantly deteriorate the quality of
the reconstructed data. For example, an early packet loss in the
transmission of a typical scalable coded data segment, where
the data importance decreases along the data segment, may lead
to severe error propagation. For this reason, the state-of-the-art
real-time scalable video distribution systems rely on powerful
forward error correction (FEC) mechanisms at the video server
side, optimized with respect to the scalable source output
bitstreams (see [1] for an overview of this topic).
Traditionally, Reed–Solomon (RS) codes [2] are applied as
the FEC solution for error-resilient multimedia multicast over
networks with packet erasures. Examples are layered hybrid automatic repeat request (ARQ) and FEC schemes (HARQ/FEC)
investigated in [3] and [4]. Recently, fountain codes [5], such
as LT codes [6] or Raptor codes [7], have been proposed as
a more flexible and efficient solution for scalable data multicast over lossy packet networks [8]–[12]. Raptor codes provide
linear encoding/decoding complexity and universal capacityapproaching behavior for any channel packet loss rate at the
price of a small reception overhead, as compared to RS codes.
These codes have been proposed as application-layer forward
error correcting (AL-FEC) solution for large scale multimedia
content delivery in practical systems. Due to their advantages in
terms of complexity, performance and flexibility over RS codes
applied at the link layer [13], rateless AL-FEC solutions became part of recent standardization efforts in systems such as
multimedia broadcast multicast services (MBMS) within 3GPP
UMTS networks [14] and IP-Datacast (IPDC) within DVB-H
networks [15].
For delay-constrained applications, such as real-time video
streaming, the fountain encoder cannot make use of its “rateless” property as proposed in the original framework [5]. Indeed,
the encoder can produce “only” a finite amount of encoded symbols per source block before moving to the next source block.
In this scenario, many receivers might not be able to collect
enough encoded symbols to perform successful decoding of the
source block. In addition, scalable sources do not require that
each receiver recovers the entire source block, but as many input
symbols as possible from its beginning onwards, because recovering additional symbols progressively increases reconstruction quality. Therefore, we can identify two major drawbacks
of standard fountain solutions for scalable video multicast applications, namely: 1) if a minimum amount of encoded data
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is not received, the iterative decoder can reconstruct a negligible portion of the transmitted video block, 2) standard fountain
codes are equal error protection (EEP) codes, whereas scalable
video transmission calls for unequal error protection (UEP) FEC
schemes due to the unequal importance of data in the scalable
bitstream. We note that recently proposed rateless solutions for
scalable video streaming address these problems by associating
separate rateless codes for each layer of scalable coded content,
thereby increasing system complexity and achieving UEP performance by applying rather complex rate allocation algorithms
for constituent rateless codes [8], [9], [12].
In this paper, we propose a solution for scalable video multicast based on UEP fountain codes named expanding window
fountain (EWF) codes [16], [17] that addresses both of the aforementioned problems. The main advantage of EWF-based approach is that it is a “single code” solution with UEP performance which is analytically predictable using simple asymptotic analysis [17]. The design flexibility and UEP performance
make EWF codes ideally suited for this scenario as they offer
a number of design parameters to be “tuned” at the server side
to simultaneously satisfy reception conditions of heterogeneous
receivers by exploiting the scalable features of the video codec.
Following the introductory section, in Section II we provide
a short review of EWF codes and related analytical tools for
predicting their performance. In Section III, our scalable EWF
multicast system setting and EWF codes design methodology
are presented, supported by numerical examples of code design optimization. In Section IV, we focus on EWF code optimization for scalable EWF multicast of scalable coded video
stream encoded by recently introduced extension of H.264 AVC
video coding standard [18] called H.264 scalable video coding
(SVC) [19]. Both analytical results and simulation study are provided, confirming the flexibility and efficiency of the proposed
EWF-based FEC solution, and excellent matching between theoretical predictions and simulation results. The paper is concluded in Section V.

II. EXPANDING WINDOW FOUNTAIN (EWF) CODES
Digital fountain framework [5] is a universal capacity-approaching FEC solution for multicasting data over lossy packet
networks. Its enabling component, fountain codes, are designed
with inherent “rateless” property, that is, fountain codes may potentially produce an infinite stream of encoded symbols given
the input symbols of a finite source block. The framework became a practical solution upon the introduction of LT codes [6].
LT codes provide a complete recovery of the transmitted source
block, with high probability, for each receiver collecting any set
of encoded symbols of size slightly larger than the number of
input symbols. Their encoding/decoding complexity is of the
for a source block of length , due to the avorder
erage degree of robust soliton degree distribution that scales logarithmically in [6]. Raptor codes [7], an improvement over LT
codes, are obtained by precoding LT codes defined by degree
distribution of constant average value with high-rate low-density parity-check (LDPC) codes [21]. They represent a state-of-
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the-art fountain solution with excellent performance and an en. However, stancoding/decoding complexity of the order
dard LT and Raptor codes are EEP codes, because they place
equal protection on each input symbol from the source block.
Recently, fountain code designs with the UEP property have
emerged [16], [17], [20]. In this section, we shortly review EWF
codes [16], [17] as a basis for the proposed scalable multicast
solution.
EWF codes are a novel class of UEP fountain codes based
on the idea of “windowing” the source block to be transmitted.
We assume that, for video streaming applications, EWF codes
are applied on consecutive source blocks of symbols (data
packets). The set of expanding windows defined over the source
block determines the set of importance classes associated with
different quality layers of scalable coded video. For each importance class, asymptotic probability (as the source block length
tends to infinity) that a symbol of the class is not recovered after
iterations of the iterative belief propagation (BP) decoder can be
determined analytically using simple set of recursive formulae
[17] that we review in this section. This analytical tool is a basis
for the optimized EWF code design for scalable video transmission.
The sequence of expanding windows, where each window
is contained in the next window in the sequence, is defined over
the source block (Fig. 1). The number of expanding windows
is equal to the number of importance classes of the source block.
We denote the size of the th window as , where
. The most important symbol class of size
symbols is defined by the “innermost” window, and is protected
by all the other windows in the sequence. The th importance
, of size
is the set of all input
class,
symbols that belong to the th window, but do not belong to
st window. The last th window contains all the
the
symbols of the source block. We compactly describe the division of the source block into importance classes using polyno, where
. In
mial notation as
addition, it is useful to introduce
to our notation. The set of expanding windows is characterized by a window selection probability distribution described
, where
is the probaby polynomial
bility of selecting the th window. Finally, a degree distribution
is associated with the th expanding
, and describes the LT encoding process perwindow,
formed over the data contained in that window.
EWF encoding proceeds in a slightly different fashion than
the usual LT encoding. To create a new EWF encoded symbol,
one of the windows is randomly selected with respect to the
. Upon the
window selection probability distribution
window selection, a new encoded symbol is determined with an
LT code described by the selected window degree distribution
as if encoding were performed only on the input symbols from
the selected window. This procedure is repeated at the EWF
encoder for each encoded symbol. More formally, the EWF
assigns each encoded symbol
code
with probability
and encodes
to the th window of size
the data from the selected window using the LT code with the
degree distribution
. Obviously, EWF
code design generalizes the standard LT code design as LT
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Fig. 1. Expanding window fountain (EWF) codes.

codes are EWF codes defined by a single window, i.e., all the
input symbols are of equal importance.
In [16] and [17], the asymptotic erasure probabilities (as the
) of input symbols belonging to difsource block length
ferent importance classes of EWF codes, after decoding iterations of the iterative BP decoder [24], are derived. Evolution of
the erasure probabilities with the iterations of the BP decoding
algorithm are obtained using the generalized and-or-tree analysis which we summarize in the following lemma (cf., [16] and
[17]).
Lemma 2.1: For an EWF code
,
that the input symbol of class is not recovthe probability
encoded symbols,
ered at the receiver upon collecting
where is the reception overhead, after iterations of the iterative BP decoder is shown in (1) at the bottom of the page.
For a given EWF code, this lemma outputs the set of asymptotic recovery probabilities for input symbols of different importance classes. We will use these probabilities in Sections III
and IV, when optimizing EWF codes for scalable video source
output with respect to selected end-to-end video distortion measures.
In the following, we present a design example for the
simple case of EWF code with two importance classes.
The expressions for the erasure probabilities of most important bit (MIB) class and least important bit (LIB)
iterations,
and
, for an EWF code
class after
, with the reception overhead fixed to , can be easily obtained from the
previous lemma (see [16] and [17]). For the numerical example, let the code under consideration be the EWF code
and the reception overhead equal to
.
In other words, one tenth of the source block is considered
more important, and the degree distributions applied on both

Fig. 2. Asymptotic analysis of MIB and LIB BER performance versus
for F
(5(x) = 0:1x + 0:9x ; 0(x) = 0 x + (1 0 0 )x ;
;
EWF code and reception overhead  = 0:05.

0

windows are the same and equal to the “Raptor” degree distribution [7]:

(2)
Asymptotic erasure probabilities (assuming
) for MIB
class,
, and LIB class,
, as a function of the first
window selection probability , are presented in Fig. 2. The
figure demonstrates significant bit error rate (BER) improvement of MIB class over the BER of standard EEP LT codes (that
), with negligible loss in LIB
corresponds to the point
class BER. The trend of MIB BER improvement continues until
the “threshold” value of the first window selection probability
, which equals
in this example, upon which LIB
BER deteriorates significantly. Also, Fig. 2 presents an important feature of EWF codes: MIB BER performance of EWF
codes improves by enhancing the degree distribution
applied on the MIB window. In our example, when instead of
, we apply “stronger” but computhe Raptor distribution
tationally more expensive truncated robust soliton distributions
[16], [17] with the maximum degrees bounded
and
, we obtain significant MIB BER
to
performance improvements.
In
Fig.
3,
for
EWF
code
, we can track the asymptotic

(1)
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Fig.
LIB

F

3. Asymptotic
analysis
BER
performance
versus

of
MIB
overhead


(5(x) = 0:1x + 0:9x ; 0(x) = 0:084x + 0:916x ;

and
for
;

EWF code.

erasure probabilities of MIB and LIB classes of source
symbols as a function of overhead of encoded data collected
at the receiver. The figure clearly shows that, as compared to
the standard EEP LT codes, EWF codes enable earlier and
more reliable recovery of MIB class, for the price of small
deterioration of LIB class recovery performance.
III. SCALABLE VIDEO MULTICAST USING EWF CODES
Digital fountain transmission over lossy packet networks is
universally capacity approaching for erasure channel associated with any receiver, given that potentially infinite amount
of encoded symbols can be created at the encoder and sent to
the receivers. For real-time scalable video streaming, fountain
multicast solutions are usually concerned with two problems.
First, the amount of the encoded symbols sent is finite; moreover, for many delay-constrained applications, the amount of
encoded data received by a receiver per source block might be
severely limited (e.g., due to low receiver access bandwidth, or
poor channel conditions). With slightly less amount of received
encoded symbols than needed for successful decoding, the iterative decoder is typically able to reconstruct only a negligible
part of the data block transmitted, due to the typical “avalanche
decoding” behavior. Second, standard fountain codes are EEP
codes, whereas scalable video transmission calls for UEP FEC
schemes due to the unequal importance of data in the source
blocks of scalable bitstream. In other words, when scalable
video, e.g., H.264 SVC, is coupled with existing FEC standards
(RS, LT, Raptor), the output bitstream loses scalable property,
resulting in non-efficient video distribution.
In fountain-based multicast systems proposed in [22], data
multicast transmission proceeds in two phases. In the first
phase, enough encoded packets are sent to facilitate successful
decoding for most of the receivers. If some receivers cannot
collect enough encoded data to finish decoding, by feedback
signaling, they indicate their participation in the second, repair
phase, where only this subset of receivers is fed by a new
stream of encoded data. This scheme is suitable for applications
that are not delay constrained. In both transmission phases,
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the same fountain code is used and all the source data are
given the same priority, regardless of the source characteristics,
receiver bandwidths and channel conditions. Alternatively,
in [8], [9], and [12], the schemes with independent codes
associated with different enhancement layers of a video stream
are proposed. Multiple fountain sources are then allocated
with different transmission rates providing the overall UEP
behavior. However, using multiple fountain codes requires
rather complex rate allocation optimization and control of the
encoding process. Also, unlike EWF codes which are applied
over the whole source block, separate rateless codes applied
over each enhancement layer are shorter (as each one is applied
over a part of the source block) and therefore less efficient.
In the following, we describe a scalable EWF-based video
multicast scheme that addresses the aforementioned problems
using a single-code solution at the transmitter side. The EWF
solution adapts the real-time scalable video stream delay constraints and unequal data importance to the reception conditions
of heterogeneous receiver classes. Due to UEP and unequal recovery time (URT) properties of EWF codes, reconstruction of
the more important parts of the source block is more reliable and
happens earlier.
A. Scalable EWF Multicast: System Setting
We consider a scenario where a real-time scalable coded
video stream is transmitted from a video server to a number
of heterogenous receivers over a lossy packet networks, as
illustrated in Fig. 4. At the video server side, the scalable coded
video stream is periodically broken into the source blocks, and
each source block is separately encoded by an EWF encoder.
We assume that each source block consists of an equal number
of symbols, and that the importance of data decreases from
the beginning towards the end of the block. Typically, each
source block contains one group of frames (GOF) of the scalable video information stream. Due to real-time constraints,
the video server is able to produce “only” a finite amount of
EWF encoded symbols before moving on to the next
, is determined by
source block. The source overhead,
the video server capabilities and/or the bandwidth of the access
link. We assume a setting with a single EWF video streaming
server, although by the same argument as for the standard
fountain codes, the system can be easily implemented with
multiple EWF video streaming servers.
EWF encoded symbols are transmitted in a multicast session
to heterogeneous receivers. We classify receivers into receiver
classes based on their reception capabilities and channel quality.
, is defined by the reception
The th receiver class,
, where
, i.e., the receiver in the th class
overhead
EWF encoded symbols for each
is able to collect
symbols transmitted. We
source block, out of the
assume that
if
, i.e., the receiver capabilities
increase with the receiver class index .
The task of the EWF encoder is to supply the receivers
with scalable video source blocks through EWF encoded data
streams. Due to different reception capabilities of different
receiver classes, our goal is to match the EWF encoded data
stream to each receiver class simultaneously, that is, the first
receiver class (with the worst reception conditions) should be
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Fig. 4. Scalable video multicast to heterogeneous receiver classes.

able to recover the first part (the most important part) of the
source block with high probability, the second receiver class
should be able to recover the first two parts of the source block
with high probability, etc. To do so, we design EWF code with
expanding windows by optimizing the set of design parameters
. EWF encoding with finite
is then applied at the source, across each
source overhead
source block to be transmitted, as described in Section II.
B. Scalable EWF Multicast: System Design
With the described setting, the scalable EWF multicast
system design reduces to the design of the EWF code such that
given quality-of-service (QoS) guarantees for different receiver
classes are satisfied. In this section, we discuss a general approach where, as QoS parameters, we select the probabilities of
complete reconstruction of different importance classes of the
source block at the receivers in different receiver classes. In the
later sections, the EWF code optimization is further extended
using more specific video distortion measures.
For a given reception overhead of the receivers belonging to
, and the parameters of selected EWF
the th receiver class,
, we can calculate (asympcode
totic) erasure probabilities of input symbols in each of the
importance classes. Let
denote erasure probability of the
input symbol of the th importance class at the th receiver
class. Using
, and under the asymptotic assumption that
the probabilities
for different input symbols of the same
class are independent, we can calculate the probability
that the th importance class of the source block is completely
recovered by the th receiver class:
(3)
where is the number of input symbols in the th importance
class of the source block.
to define QoS guaranWe will use the set of probabilities
tees for each receiver class of the proposed scalable EWF multicast system. It is worth noting that
for
due to
; that is, a receiver in the better class
Lemma 2.1 and
will be able to satisfy all the QoS guarantees imposed on the receiver in the worse class. Therefore, it is convenient to define

QoS guarantees for the scalable EWF multicast system as the
. In other
following set of probabilities:
words, for the th receiver class, we define only QoS guarantee
for reconstruction of the input symbols of the th class. QoS
guarantees for more important classes of input symbols are already implicitly included in the QoS guarantees
of the re. For input symbols that belong
ceiver classes indexed with
to classes
, which are of less importance, the th receiver
class is not provided with any QoS guarantees.
Before proceeding further, we shortly summarize the
EWF code design problem for scalable EWF multicast
system. Our goal is to find the set of EWF code design
such that the correparameters
sponding EWF code satisfies the performance threshold
for the different receiver classes,
given their reception capabilities
.
More detailed exploration on the possible EWF code design
scenarios for scalable EWF multicast can be found in [23].
C. Scalable EWF Multicast: Numerical Example
In this subsection, we provide a numerical example for the
that meets
design of EWF code
the requested QoS guarantees
for a given reception performance . For simplicity, we assume a setting with
receiver classes (i.e., EWF code with two expanding windows),
the MIB and the LIB class. We simplify the EWF code design
by setting the distribution on the first window as “stronger” trun,
cated robust soliton distribution
, and on the second window
where
the “weaker” constant average Raptor degree distribution
(2). With these simplifications, the design of the
EWF code
is determined by two indepenand (the first window selection probability
dent variables:
and the fraction of the data contained in it). In general, as a
result of this design process, we obtain a set (region) of possible
pairs that satisfy required QoS conditions. Note that,
and
, this set can be empty,
depending on the values of
providing no solution for the requested scenario.
As an example, we select the following constraints:
and
and the source block length of
symbols. In other words, we have two classes of receivers: the first, worse class, characterized by the 10% reception overhead, and the second, better class, with 100% overhead.
The QoS guarantees require that a receiver in the worse class
has a probability of reconstruction of the MIB block of at least
95%, while a receiver in the better class should, in addition, be
able to reconstruct the LIB block with probability of at least
80%. The reconstruction probabilities of the MIB block for the
, and the LIB block for the better
worse class of receivers,
class of receivers,
, are given as functions of two variables
in Fig. 5(a) and (b), respectively. In both figures, one
can track changes of probabilities
and
which are illustratively represented by differently shaded gray regions. The
pairs that satisfy given constraints
solution region of
and
is presented in Fig. 5(c).
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From the solution of the given design scenario, which is a
pairs, we select operational pair
using
set of
a suitable criterion. One way to proceed would be to select a
value, i.e., to place as much
solution that maximizes the
as possible data into the more important class. In this example,
that treats
such a solution is the point
36.5% of the transmitted source block as the more important
data. However, other optimality considerations of points in the
region are possible, particularly in the case when the
information source is a scalable video coder. We provide some
examples in Section IV.
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layer for which a channel transmission error is detected. We denote a probability of correct reconstruction of each of data
.
layers as
The transmission scheme that minimizes the expected distortion of the video reconstructed at the receiver is considered
to be distortion-based optimal. In case of the expected peak
signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) measure, it is equal to

(4)
is the probability that the first consecutive layers
where
are correctly received:

IV. DISTORTION-OPTIMAL SCALABLE EWF VIDEO MULTICAST
The design methodology described in the previous section
can be applied to any kind of data. As a result, the set of
pairs is obtained that provide QoS performance guarantees for
each class of receivers in terms of the reconstruction probabilities of different importance classes. For a specific case of a scalregion will
able video data, different points from the
have different performance in terms of the quality of the reconstructed video.
Scalable video coders are particularly useful in multicast
scenarios, due to the fact that they efficiently accommodate
receivers with different data rates and/or channel conditions.
The output bitstream of a scalable video encoder is segmented
into layers of progressively decreasing importance, so that
receivers with better reception conditions that receive more
layers will obtain a higher video quality. This makes a scalable
video coder together with a scalable EWF multicast system a
promising combination for multicast multimedia distribution
services. Since EWF codes are a UEP fountain solution flexible
to design, they can be easily adapted to a multi-layer scalable
coded bitstream offering more protection to more important
layers. Optimizing EWF codes may be performed jointly
with error-resilience mechanisms at lower layers, providing a
powerful cross-layer optimized multicast fountain solution.
point from the region obTo select the “optimal”
tained as an output of the EWF multicast system design, we
apply the distortion-based optimization that takes into account
the expected video distortion at the receiving end [1]. This performance criterion is based on the fact that the reconstruction
process at a scalable video decoder deteriorates significantly
after the first transmission error is encountered, due to an error
propagation effect. Therefore, we adopt the strategy to stop decoding after detecting the first uncorrected symbol error, and
thus use only error-free layers for reconstruction, though different error concealment tools can be applied to enable decoding
after a symbol error occurs. However, in this paper, we focus exclusively on error-correcting capabilities of EWF codes and do
not consider any error concealment tools.
We assume that the source block is divided into layers of
lengths
symbols. The importance of data contained in layers decreases from the first towards the last layer
in the block. Reconstruction of the source block at the receiver
is based on correctly received consecutive layers until the first

for
for
for
(5)
, and for
,
is the PSNR
where
upon the complete recovery of layers, averaged over all frames
can be either calcuof the video segment. Note that
lated offline, or different models can be used (see [1]). It is worth
noting that the average PSNR is a function of both the type of
a scalable video coder used and the content of the data transmitted.
In the multicast scenario, where we are dealing with a number
have to be averaged over all the
of receiver classes,
classes:

(6)
where
receiver class.

is the average PSNR at the receiver of the th

A. H.264 SVC EWF Multicast: Numerical Optimization
In this subsection, we present an example of the distortion-based optimized EWF code design where the video
server is multicasting H.264 SVC coded video stream. H.264
SVC [19], standardized recently by the Joint Video Team of the
ITU-T VCEG and the ISO/IEC MPEG, is the scalable extension
of H.264/AVC [18]. H.264 SVC outperforms previous scalable
video coders while providing temporal, spatial, and quality
scalability with backwards compatibility with H.264/AVC.
It maintains key features of H.264/AVC while introducing
new tools necessary for maximizing scalability, such as new
inter-layer prediction of motion and residual, the concept of key
pictures, single motion compensation loop decoding providing
a decoder complexity close to that of single-layer coding.
We use the CIF Stefan video sequence (30 fps, 352 288)
with the base layer (BL) and fourteen enhancement layers (EL)
which gradually improve the overall video quality. The video
sequence is segmented into GOFs of size 16 frames, and every
16/30 s, the EWF encoder is supplied by a new GOF data
as the source block. The source block size is approximately
190 000 bytes and, assuming symbol size of 50 bytes, we obtain
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Fig. 5. Region of (5 ; 0 ) that satisfies given constraints  and P .

TABLE I
MIB WINDOW CONTENT FOR H.264 SVC STEFAN SEQUENCE

the source block size of
symbols (as analyzed in
Section III-B). We assume that the base layer is always placed
in the first window, with the minimum window size necessary
symbols.
to accommodate the base layer data set to
Apart from the base layer, we may place additional enhancement layers together with the base layer inside the first window.
Several possible divisions into MIB and LIB data blocks are
presented for a single (first) GOP of the video sequence in
Table I, where for each division, the corresponding values of
), MIB
the first window absolute and relative size ( and
data bit rate, and the average PSNR of the Y component upon
complete recovery of the first window are presented.
We apply the distortion-based optimization on the system
setting presented in Section III-C in order to find the optimal
point in the region given in Fig. 5(c). However, as the
division of the source block into MIB and LIB class is dictated
by the number of ELs placed in the first window, we perform
that
the distortion-based optimization only for the values of
accommodate BL and whole number of ELs (for example, the
in Table I). Therefore, our optimization problem
values of
for a fixed value of
, for
reduces to the optimization of
values such that the pairs
are inside
the interval of
and for each of
the region in Fig. 5(c). For each pair
the two receiver classes defined by their reception capabilities
, we can calculate the probabilities
and
of complete recovery of the MIB and LIB blocks at the th receiver class. Replacing these probabilities as the layer reconand
in (5), and using (4) with the
struction probabilities
appropriate values of PSNRs from Table I, we can calculate the

Fig. 6. Numerical example of 0

f0:185; 0:23; 0:305g.

optimization for the values of 5

=

average PSNR values,
and
, for both receiver classes.
optimization for the
Fig. 6 provides an example of
, i.e.,
following values of
when the first window contains BL and one, two or
,
three ELs, respectively (Table I). For each value of
over the range of values such that the
we optimize
satisfy QoS constraint
pairs
[Fig. 5(c)]. The optimum values
are found that provide maximum average PSNR values
for each
of
, respecMIB window size
tively. Average PSNR values for worse and better receiver class are
and
, respectively. These
values demonstrate the ability of EWF codes to simultaneously
support heterogeneous receiver classes, matching the received
video quality with the reception capability of the receiver class.
B. H.264 SVC EWF Multicast: Simulation Results
The numerical optimization results presented in
Sections III-C and IV-A are derived using asymptotic erasure
probabilities of input symbols obtained from analytical expressions presented in Section II. These analytical expressions
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assume infinite source block length
, whereas in
the design example, we deal with the finite-length EWF
. To verify that numerical results
system scenario
are a good approximation of the “real-world” behavior, we
perform simulation experiments. We select a simulation setting
identical to the numerical optimization setting presented in
Sections III-C and IV-A. We assume two scenarios, both with
two receiver classes, where the first one is described by receiver
, and the second one is
reception capabilities
described by receiver reception capabilities
.
We refer to these scenarios as scenario A and scenario B,
respectively.1
Firstly, we provide the simulation results that correspond to
the setting described in Section III-C. In other words, we do not
specify the information source, but only request that given QoS
are met at the receivers of both
constraints
receiver classes. Our goal is to find the region of pairs
that satisfy QoS constraints
. As the simulation experiments
are considerably more time consuming than the numerical optimization, we simulate the source block transmission only for
of
values and
the finite set
values that satfor each value, we search for the interval of
. In each simulation run [i.e., for a fixed pair of values
isfy
], the total number of the source blocks transmitted
is set to 3000. Out of the total number of transmitted source
blocks, we determine the number of unsuccessfully decoded
blocks (both MIB and LIB blocks), the number of blocks with
successfully decoded MIB block, and the number of blocks with
complete recovery of both MIB and LIB block. These measureand
ments are used to determine the corresponding
values.
Fig. 7 presents the simulation results for the case
and the receiver classes of scenario A. The interval of
values
satisfying the QoS constraints
is the region
and
approximately located between
(as determined by vertical dash-dot lines in Fig. 7). Similar procedures are repeated for all the values from the set
. The results, i.e., the corresponding
, are tabulated in Table II.
solution intervals
The simulation results from Table II are presented in
Fig. 8(a) and compared with the results obtained numerically
in Section III-C [Fig. 8(b), which is a zoomed in version of
Fig. 5(c)]. Fig. 8(c) and (d) presents the numerical solution and
, respecsimulation results for scenario B
tively. In both scenarios, there is an excellent match between
the results predicted by theory (Section III-C) and the results
obtained using simulation experiments. This demonstrates that,
although the simulation results are applied on the finite-length
scenario, the EWF codelengths of several thousands symbols
are already sufficient to confirm the analysis based on the
asymptotic probability expressions.
Secondly, we provide simulation results to confirm the
distortion-based optimized EWF code design example, as de1In both scenarios, all the receiver classes are defined with positive reception
overheads  . However, due to URT property of EWF codes, optimization is
possible even for negative  values. An example of this scenario is available
in [25].

Fig. 7. Set of
scenario A.

0

values satisfying P

1101

= (0:95; 0:8) for 5 = 0:23 and

TABLE II
SOLUTION INTERVALS OF 0 FOR DIFFERENT 5

scribed in Section IV-A, where the server is multicasting H.264
SVC coded video stream. We keep the same assumptions on
the transmitted CIF Stefan video sequence (Table I) and EWF
encoding process as for the numerical optimization. The set
of possible MIB window lengths analyzed in simulations is
. To calculate average PSNR value
for each , similar experiments are performed using the same
set of
values. The results obtained using (4) and (5) for
and scenario A are presented in Fig. 9 where they
are compared with the results obtained by numerical optimization in Section IV-A. It can be seen that simulation results
correspond to the results obtained by numerical optimization.
values which are
Similar procedures are repeated for other
shown to produce a very good match with the numerical results.

C. H.264 SVC EWF Multicast: Precoded EWF Codes
In this section, we demonstrate how results presented in this
paper can be additionally improved by concatenating EWF code
to a high-rate LDPC precode, in a similar way to improvement
that Raptor codes offer over LT codes [7]. We have seen that
the linear encoding/decoding complexity of an EWF code is
achieved by applying the constant average degree distributions
over its windows. However, this results in an increase of error
floors in the asymptotic recovery probabilities, especially for the
low importance symbols. Higher error floors combined with the
assumption (3) that each input symbol of the th importance
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Fig. 8. Admissible (5 ; 0 ) region: comparison of numerical and simulation results.

Fig. 9. Numerical optimization versus simulation results of P SN R
for 5 = 0:23 and scenario A.

values

class at the th receiver class is decoded independently with
probability
gives modest values of the probability
of

the complete reconstruction of the th importance class source
block at the th receiver class. Thus, even at the overheads as
in the example setting explored in the previous
high as
is obtained. In
subsections, the QoS constraint of
order to increase QoS guarantees, we add redundancy within
each of the importance class prior to the EWF encoding process
by precoding each of the importance class source blocks by a
high-rate LDPC code (Fig. 10). This way, once the decoding of
an EWF code allows recovery of a sufficient fraction of the importance class source block, the LDPC precode should be able to
“finish off” decoding with a vanishing probability of error, resulting in dramatically increased probability
of complete
importance class reconstruction.
We performed simulation experiments to determine the
performance of a precoded EWF code with degree distribution
over both windows and the source block of length
symbols. Each of the importance class source blocks
was encoded by a systematic hybrid LDPC-Half code [14]. The
region for significantly restricted reception
admissible
, and at the same time more
capabilities
, as compared
demanding QoS guarantees
to the previous sections, is presented in Fig. 11. We note that
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analysis. The obtained results illustrate promising flexibility and
efficiency of EWF codes in adapting the code at the video server
side to receivers with heterogeneous reception capabilities. Finally, potential improvements of EWF-based scheme by applying Raptor-like precoding is a promising direction for further
investigation.
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